Abstract-A major problem associated with the process of slowing down a body moving with high speed, such as during reentry of a space craft, is the extreme heat generated. Sink and ablation cooling are commonly used but the cost of such heat protection systems is very high. Thus heat dissipation has been an area of extensive research. The simulation work presented in this paper is attempted to replenish flow/ thermal field reaction with a greater details of the flow field affected by the deployment of counterflow jet ejection in supersonic freestream and test the suitability of different turbulence models. An Apollo command re-entry module has been employed and it has been subjected to a free stream Mach number of 3.0. ANSYS, as the computational fluid dynamics tool has been performed in this two-dimensional numerical flow simulation. Effects of counterflow jet injection effects and its interaction with the oncoming flow through the frontal stagnation point of the test module are discussed. Results obtained from different turbulence models are compared and analyzed. The overall outcomes are highly promising. Within those turbulence models, shear stress transport model (SST) seems to be preferred for such simulation. It also appears that substantial heat reduction on the body is possible using appropriate strength counter flow jet.
INTRODUCTION
Since the end of the second world war, there has been continued interest in the application of active flow control concepts to modify or change the external flow fields of vehicles in order to reduce wave drag and aero-thermal loads [1] . The Aerodynamics Research team at the University of New South Wales has been developing various flow diagnostic methodologies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and active flow control techniques [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] for a multitude of applications over the years of which deploying counter flow jet appears to be a promising solution to the above problem, and is explored further in this paper.
After a review of numerical simulation of counter flow jet, some methods used by other researchers are summarized: Kentaro et al [32] use axisymmetric full Navier-Stokes equations as governing equations. Central difference is used for viscous terms. For the turbulence model, k-ε is used. Free stream conditions are set equal to average conditions of experiment: M=3.98, P=1.37MPa, T=397K. For the boundary conditions, the pressure gradient perpendicular to the wall is assumed to be zero and no slip boundary condition is applied on the wall. Numerical results show that the recirculation region plays an important role for the reduction of heat flux. For the reduction of the aerodynamic heating, it is effective to cover the body surface with the cool jet flow to form strong circulation region.
Olekandr et al [33] set the 2-D model with the jet. The mesh used in computation consisted of 13,372 nodes after systematic grid refinement study when further refinement produced insignificant change in the results. Simulations are done using both k-ε and shear stress transport (SST) models to compare. The design Mach number is 1.50. The liner system of equations for mass, momentum, and energy is solved simultaneously using the implicit coupled solver iteratively by a block Gauss-Seidel method. The near flow field interaction under supersonic conditions indicates that the presence of small jet may alter the large supersonic flow field by altering the localized flow field pressure and weakening the strength of the shock waves. Range of minor jet total pressures were observed to eliminate the conical shock wave structure for the main jets, while allowing the minor jet flow to penetrate deeper into the main jet.
When it comes to Daso's [33] work, their work involved the use of a 3-dimensional structured-grid Renolds-averaged Navior-Stokes equations solver, with perfect gas, finite-rate chemistry and equilibrium air curve fit options, and has been widely used and validated. The turbulence model is the point wise Glodberg one equation turbulence model. The computational grids were generated with HyPerComp's TEMPUS-GRID structured and unstructured grid generator. The computational gird includes 750,000 points to nodes in total. The solutions were obtained with the perfect gas option of the solver and Goldberg's one equation turbulence model. In terms of heat transfer, the results show significant reduction in heat flux even giving negative heat flux for most of the short penetration mode interactions. Their findings strongly suggest that the application of counterflow jets as active flow control could have strong impact on supersonic and hypersonic vehicle design and performance. This paper, therefore, is an attempt to replenish flow/ thermal field reaction with a greater detail of the flow field affected by the deployment of counterflow jet ejection under supersonic freestream using numerical simulation. Different turbulence model will be used; effect of jet and turbulence model selection will be discussed further.
II. NUNMERICAL SIMULATION

A. Numerical Model
2-D Apollo Re-entry Model is selected. The angle of attack of re-entry process is settled as zero degrees with a velocity of Mach 3.0. Simulations are accomplished under ANSYS-CFX.
The schematic diagram is shown in Figure. 1 below. On this state, only 2-D case is cared, so symmetry plane will be used. As illustrated in figure, computational domain consisted of inlet of fluid domain, outlet of fluid domain, wall of Apollo body, two symmetric faces and opening side walls. In this study, because of the exploratory nature of the work, the quick qualitative analysis of the flow field due to the counterflow jet configuration mentioned earlier was desired rather than quantitatively accurate solution, the governing equations for momentum and energy were discretized with a conservative finite-volume formulation using only first order.
For the simulation of counterflow ejection, a jet is settled later on at the stagnation point. The function of jet simulation is realized through adding an extra inlet boundary condition. The geometry data used comes from references, and the dimension of jet is taken from real experiment. Obviously, the flow is expected to be turbulent, shock wave oscillation and flow instability will exist as a reaction to the jet performance. For the observation of the effect of different turbulence model usage, several turbulence models such as k-ε, k-Omega, SST and RSL Reynolds Stress model were employed under the same conditions.
B. Grid Description
The structured mesh is built under ANSYS-ICEM. This mesh consists of 98,299 elements and 64,800 nodes. It was chosen after systematic grid refinement study which involved the addition of more elements along the original inlet flow domain, namely, 77,089 elements and 50,720 nodes in total, until the refinement produced insignificant change in the results. Figure.2 gives an overview of mesh details around the Apollo body and counterflow jet. The unit of dimension is millimeter. 
C. Boundary Conditions
In the pursuit of setting proper physical boundary conditions such as in the section of local refinement and solution adaptation are governed by the computational stability as well as the numerical convergence of the CFD problem.
In this project, one of the most important issues was the jet boundary. From the previous simulation experience, the jet boundary is better settled as opening boundary with input of Cartesian velocity. Because when jet boundary is chosen as inlet boundary, the results indicated that countercurrent flow will flow through the jet, which is not expected and reliable. Therefore, opening boundary is better described by observing the flow movement patterns.
Another part is the setting of wall boundary. For the two side edges (up and down) of fluid domain, it could be settled as either free slip wall or opening boundary. With regard to that when performing physical experiment, the test region in the wind tunnel formed into a closed area, the free slip wall is suggested as is it stands closer to experimental conditions.
D. Turbulence Modelling
Computation of the Reynolds stresses and turbulent heat fluxes for the closure of the governing equations requires turbulence modeling.
Keysar and Degani [34] used the Fluent CFD code and the k-ε turbulence model [35] and it variants such as the RNG k-ε model develop by Yaknot et al [36] and the realizable k-ε model developed by Shi et al [37] for the computational of fully expanded as well as under/over expanded axisymmetric turbulent jets. Additionally, they used the non-isotropic fourequation Reynolds stress turbulence model of Launder et al [38] for the computation. All characteristic flow features were correctly resolved, and good quantitative agreement with experimental data was achieved in their computation.
For the numerical study of counterflow jet, in order to compare the function of different turbulence models, firstly, laminar model (no turbulence) is introduced (see Figure. 3) then the shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model, k-ε turbulence model, k-Omega turbulence model ， and RSL Reynolds Stress turbulence model are employed.
It shall be mentioned that the governing equations for conservation of mass, momentum, and turbulent properties are integrated over the mesh cells to yield a set of linear algebraic equations. The medium of fluid was chosen as air ideal gas. The turbulence options are all selected as medium. Other basic settings included the velocity of upstream flow (Mach 3.0), default temperature (300K) and angle of attack (0 degree).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Preliminary study shows that with all the results, SST model and k-Omega model are the most suitable ones for solving this problem. The two models convergence quickly and can obtain a smooth solution within the discontinuous part. The distance between the bow shock wave and the stagnation point on the body is marked by an arrow. From these cases, the distance between bow shock wave and the Apollo body stagnation point under the four turbulence models used are summarized and compared with the standard case without counterflow jet to obtain a comparative estimate of the high temperature region near the body surface were examined. These are shown in Table. 1. The salient features are highlighted below:
 Laminar model (no turbulence) cannot converge, at Mach 3 as at such high speed turbulence exist.
 Although the k-ε model is one of the most common turbulence models, it is not suitable here. K-ε model has been shown to be useful for free-shear layer flows with relatively small pressure gradients. But this time, the pressure and temperature gradients near body tend to be large. So k-ε model is not good enough to grasp the whole physical transformation.
 K-Omega model performs significantly better under adverse pressure gradient conditions. Although it is still a bit more time-costing when compared with SST & BSL Reynolds, it still obtains relatively stable results. But the contour of jet performance seems to be asymmetric  BSL Reynolds Stress model is Omega-based rather than ε-based for accurate prediction of flow separation. But from the theoretical analysis, BSL model may still fails to properly predict the onset and amount of flow separation from smooth surfaces. The main reason is that this model do not account for the transport of the turbulent shear stress. So when we increase the jet velocity this model may not gives accurate prediction.
 SST model which combines the original Wilcox k-Omega model for use near walls and the standard k-ε model away from walls using a blending function, and the eddy viscosity formulation is modified to account for the transport effects of the principle turbulent shear stress. It also accounts for the transport of the turbulent shear stress and gives highly accurate predictions of the onset and the amount of flow separation under adverse pressure gradients, therefore SST is the most preferred turbulence model for this case.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The present two-dimensional numerical investigation, although limited in scope in terms of quantitative details and accuracy, has been able to provide adequate information of turbulence model usage in numerical simulation and useful trends in the early phase of any practical design exercise. This also suggests that for a particular Mach number and geometry, the process of heat dissipation can be improved using counterflow jet ejection and through appropriate optimization can lead to a practical and effective thermal protection system for high speed vehicles. The results also confirm the suitably of using ANSYS as a CFD tool, an important objective of this study.
